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ABSTRACT: Understanding and controlling molecular-scale
interactions between adhesives and wood polymers are critical
to accelerate the development of improved adhesives for
advanced wood-based materials. The submicrometer resolu-
tion of synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence microscopy
(XFM) was found capable of mapping and quantifying
infiltration of Br-labeled phenol−formaldehyde (BrPF) into
wood cell walls. Cell wall infiltration of five BrPF adhesives
with different average molecular weights (MWs) was mapped.
Nanoindentation on the same cell walls was performed to
assess the effects of BrPF infiltration on cell wall
hygromechanical properties. For the same amount of weight
uptake, lower MW BrPF adhesives were found to be more
effective at decreasing moisture-induced mechanical softening. This greater effectiveness of lower MW phenolic adhesives likely
resulted from their ability to more intimately associate with water sorption sites in the wood polymers. Evidence also suggests
that a BrPF interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) formed within the wood polymers, which might also decrease moisture
sorption by mechanically restraining wood polymers during swelling.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Wood has been used as a structural material for millennia
because of its regular availability and exceptional specific
strength. Even today, wood and wood-based composites
(including plywood, fiberboard, and laminated veneer lumber)
continue to be the most cost-effective construction materials of
choice. New advanced timber products, such as cross-laminated
timber, are also under development and becoming viable
substitutes for steel and concrete in larger structures, such as
midrise buildings and bridges.1,2 From an environmental
perspective, wood-based products are attractive because wood
can be sustainably sourced, and wood-based products have a
lower embodied energy and are responsible for less air and
water pollution than concrete and steel.3,4 However, an integral
component of most advanced forest products is the adhesive
and the wood−adhesive bondline. One durability and perform-
ance issue is the susceptibility of wood−adhesive bondlines to
failures caused by moisture-induced swelling of wood near

bondlines.5 Unfortunately, researchers are hindered by lack of
understanding of molecular-level interactions between adhe-
sives and wood that lead to moisture durability.
Wood is an anisotropic, cellular material with numerous

levels of structure, ranging from component polymers to tree
stem.6,7 Typical secondary cell walls are nanofiber-reinforced
composites of highly oriented, semicrystalline cellulose micro-
fibrils embedded in an organized matrix of hemicelluloses and
lignin.8,9 From a solubility parameter viewpoint, lignin and
cellulose are incompatible, but the molecular-level architecture
of wood may overcome this by using hemicelluloses to bridge
between the cellulose microfibrils and lignin.10 Another
important component of wood is water, which absorbs at the
accessible hydroxyl and other polar chemical groups in
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amorphous cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin. The amount of
absorbed water, which is directly related to the extent of
swelling, depends on ambient temperature and relative
humidity (RH) and is driven by complex thermodynamic
processes that are poorly understood.11 Typical room-temper-
ature absorption and desorption curves have sigmoid shapes
with an absorption−desorption hysteresis. For moisture
contents typically up to 30−40%, called fiber saturation point,
water in wood is bound at sorption sites within the wood
polymers.11−14 At higher moisture levels, the amount of bound
water remains constant and free water forms in wood cavities.
Because moisture-induced swelling is caused by changes in the
amount of bound water, a research focus interest is to
understand how to control the amount of bound water.
Although some moisture-durable wood adhesives are

available, they have been developed over decades from
empirical testing. An improved mechanistic understanding of
what leads to their moisture durability would accelerate the
improvement of current wood adhesives and development of
new wood adhesives. Phenol−formaldehyde (PF) is one of the
most moisture-durable wood adhesives available,5 and PF
treatments of bulk wood have also long been known to improve
moisture-related dimensional stability of wood.15 Although the
general consensus is that infiltration of PF into the polymer
structure of wood cell walls is responsible for this dimensional
stability,5,15−17 the underlying molecular-scale mechanisms are
still debated. For example, it has not been determined
conclusively if PF forms covalent bonds with wood polymers,
although the potential has been proposed.18 Molecular weight
(MW) and molecular weight distribution of the PF seem to
play a role. In bulk wood treatments, higher weight uptake and
greater dimensional stability are achieved when PF treatments
with lower MW are used.15,19,20 A recent study that utilized
solid-state NMR and dynamic mechanical analysis showed that
low-MW PF can be miscible with matrix wood polymers at the
molecular-scale, whereas a PF distribution that is a predom-
inately higher MW with only a small amount of low-MW PF
cannot and leads to a phase-separated system that causes
overall plasticization of the lignin, as evidenced by decreased
lignin glass transition temperature.21 What is not clear is
whether dimensional stability is achieved solely by cell wall
bulking, as indicated by higher weight uptake, or if molecular-
scale interactions with wood polymers may also be a factor.
In this study, Br-labeled phenol−formaldehyde (BrPF)

adhesives with five different degrees of polymerization are
used to make wood−adhesive bondlines. Then, the high spatial
resolution and sensitivity of synchrotron-based X-ray fluo-
rescence microscopy (XFM) are applied to quantify the
amount of Br, and therefore BrPF, that infiltrated into
individual wood cell walls. Finally, nanoindentation under dry
air and 78% relative humidity (RH) on the same cell walls is
used to directly compare the amount of BrPF infiltration to
changes in hygromechanical cell wall properties. Cell wall
mechanical properties are highly moisture sensitive,22,23 and
changes in hygromechanical properties will be used to gain
insights into how BrPF infiltration modifies moisture-depend-
ent cell wall properties.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Full experimental details of the bromine-labeled phenol−formaldehyde
(BrPF) adhesive and bondlines are given in the Supporting
Information. Briefly, BrPF adhesive was prepared by replacing phenol
with 3-bromophenol in the adhesive formula on an equal molar basis.

After the initial methylolation step, condensation stage commenced
and aliquots were removed after 45, 85, 115, 135, and 155 min. Gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) qualitatively showed a steady
growth in high-MW components with increasing condensation time.
Wood−adhesive bondlines were prepared for each condensation time
using pristine tangential−longitudinal surfaces in latewood loblolly
pine (Pinus taeda). Ancillary experiments performed to determine
whether Br could detach from the BrPF are also described in the
Supporting Information. Approximately 1% of the Br atoms may have
detached and formed free Br ions under the bonding conditions.

X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) of 2 μm-thick transverse
sections of wood−BrPF bondlines was performed at beamline 2-ID-E
at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National
Laboratory (Argonne, Illinois, USA). For each BrPF condensation
time, one section was prepared and imaged. The sections were
oriented in the beamline sample holder to minimize interface smearing
effects in the tangential-side cell walls (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). The beam had an incident energy of 15.0 keV and was
focused with a 10 cm zone plate to a spot size of 0.28 by 0.28 μm full
width at half-maximum. Images were built up using 0.15 μm steps with
20 ms dwell times. Data analysis was carried out using the MAPS
software package.24 Full XFM experimental details are given in the
Supporting Information.

Rows of daughter cells that included BrPF-infiltrated and control
cell walls were chosen from the XFM images for nanoindentation.
Nanoindents were placed in the tangential side of the S2 secondary
cell wall layers of the chosen cells in the blocks from which the 2 μm-
thick XFM sections were cut. A Hysitron (Minneapolis, Minnesota,
USA) TriboIndenter equipped with a Berkovich probe was used.
Multiload indents and the structural compliance method25,26 were
employed to remove artifacts caused by edge effects and specimen-
scale flexing before calculating the nanoindentation elastic modulus
(Es

NI) and Meyer’s hardness (H). Relative humidity (RH) inside the
nanoindentation enclosure was controlled with an InstruQuest
(Coconut Creek, Florida, USA) HumiSys HF RH generator.
Specimens were conditioned inside the enclosure at 78% RH for 2
days, and the RH was maintained during experiments. Then, fresh
nanoindentation surfaces were prepared on each specimen and they
were conditioned under dry air for 2 days inside the enclosure before
experiments were performed on the same cell walls that had been also
tested at 78% RH. Full nanoindentation experimental details and
analyses are given in the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XFM Br signal was used to map and quantify BrPF
penetration into wood. XFM maps of 85 min and 155 min
BrPF samples are shown in Figure 1a,b, respectively. Highest Br
concentrations were visually evident in the solid adhesive in the
bondline and within a few lumina filled with adhesive.
Moreover, the lower average MW BrPF (85 min) sample filled
more lumina many cells from the bondline compared to the
155 min BrPF sample. Presumably, the 85 min BrPF traveled to
these lumina through rays cells and pits, as has been observed
with three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography.27,28 The
higher MW 155 min BrPF sample did not flow as deeply into
the wood substrate.
The Br concentration measured within the wood cell wall

quantified the amount of adhesive infiltration and is later in this
paper compared to cell wall mechanical properties assessed
using nanoindentation. Because all phenol units in the BrPF
were tagged with Br, the concentration of Br in each BrPF
polymer chain should be independent of MW. Also, because Br
was covalently bound to the adhesive polymer, there was more
certainty that the Br marker was an accurate representative of
the adhesive concentration, as opposed to Na and Rb ionic tags
that have been shown to diffuse and separate from the
adhesive.27 Despite this, a small, but detectable, Br concen-
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tration was observed in cell walls far from the bondline or
BrPF-filled lumina. In a control experiment, no Br could be
detected in unmodified wood cell walls, suggesting the Br
present far from adhesive bondlines was not naturally
occurring. We cannot be certain if these small amounts of Br
resulted from adhesive infiltration during the bonding process,
diffusion of Br ions that separated from the BrPF through wood
cell walls during curing, diffusion of Br ions in the water during
section preparation, or some combination. Although this Br
background was undesirable, it was much lower than the Br
signal in cell walls near the solid BrPF (bondline). The
background Br signals varied between 1 and 2 μg/cm2 for each
section, and accordingly we designate cells with Br signal <2
μg/cm2 to be control cells.
Infiltration of BrPF into wood cell walls has previously been

shown using energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) techniques.19,29 In
contrast to this electron-based technique, XFM has multiple
orders of magnitude higher sensitivity because X-rays do not
produce Bremsstrahlung background.30 In the XFM maps
(Figure 1), gradients of BrPF infiltration were observed
through the wood cell walls, with amount of BrPF infiltration
decreasing with increasing distance from the BrPF−cell wall
interface. Furthermore, for a given cell wall, amount of adhesive
infiltration appeared to depend only on distance from the
BrPF−cell wall interface, meaning that lines equidistant from
the interface and middle lamellae have approximately the same
level of BrPF infiltration.
Lines of two to four nanoindents equidistant from the lumen

surface and middle lamella were placed in the tangential sides of
the S2 secondary cell walls (Figure 2) in the rows of daughter
cells chosen from XFM Br maps (Figure 1a,b for the 85 and

155 min sections, respectively). Multiple lines of nanoindents
were performed in cell walls with large gradients of infiltration
to capture multiple levels of infiltration (Figure 2d). Regions of
interest (ROIs) were defined for each nanoindent line (Figure
2) and the average mechanical property for each ROI matched
to the average Br signal from the ROI in the Br XFM map.
Maps of zinc (Figure 2b), a naturally occurring element that has
a higher concentration in the middle lamella,31 were also found
useful for positioning the ROIs.
Meyer hardness (H) and nanoindentation elastic modulus

(Es
NI) for each BrPF condensation level are shown in Figures 3

and 4, respectively. For the chosen daughter cell rows, lower
MW adhesives (45, 85, and 115 min) resulted in cell walls with
higher amounts of infiltration than higher MW adhesives (135
and 155 min), consistent with previous studies where bulk PF
treatments with lower MW distributions resulted in higher
weight uptakes.15,19,20 For H, the general trend was an increase
in H values with an increase in Br signal under both dry and
78% RH conditions. The H assesses the plasticity of the cell
walls and is primarily influenced by the matrix properties in the
secondary cell wall.9,32 Increasing H with infiltration under dry
conditions indicated the infiltrated BrPF reinforced the cell wall
matrix and did not plasticize it, as observed previously using a

Figure 1. X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) Br maps of transverse
sections from (a) 85 min BrPF sample (left) and (b) 155 min sample
(right) bondlines. Dashed lines indicate rows of daughter cells chosen
for nanoindentation experiments; arrows indicate bondlines.

Figure 2. X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) for (a) Br (top, left)
and (b) Zn maps (top, right) from the 45 min BrPF sample bondline.
The top dashed box in panels a and b corresponds to the atomic force
microscope (AFM) image in panel c; the bottom dashed box
corresponds to the AFM image in panel d. AFM images show
nanoindents placed in cell walls in the wood block from which the
XFM section was cut. Solid rectangular boxes define different regions
of interest (ROIs).
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high-MW PF with a small low-MW fraction21 or in uncured PF
treatments.33 At 78% RH it was also found that Es

NI increased
with Br signal (closed symbols in Figure 4). However, under
dry air, little, if any, effect of BrPF infiltration on Es

NI was
observed. In the longitudinal orientation, Es

NI is controlled
primarily by orientation of the stiff cellulose microfibrils,34

although mechanical softening of the matrix still causes some
decrease in longitudinal elastic modulus.35 The BrPF reinforce-
ment of the matrix observed in the dry air H was likely
counteracted by swelling of the matrix by the BrPF infiltration,
and therefore led to larger spacing between cellulose micro-
fibrils, which has previously been shown to decrease Es

NI.32,34

The larger effect of BrPF infiltration at 78% RH on the Es
NI

suggests that infiltration is preventing some moisture sorption
along with its associated mechanical softening of the cell wall
matrix. This overall trend of a substantial increase in H and
relatively small increase in Es

NI is consistent with previous work
of nanoindentation of PF-infiltrated wood cell walls near
wood−adhesive bondlines.36,37

Both H and Es
NI decreased at 78% RH compared to dry air

conditioning because the absorbed moisture has the effect of
plasticizing the cell wall matrix polymers. To better compare
the effect of BrPF infiltration on moisture-induced mechanical
softening, the percentage decreases of H and Es

NI were
calculated for all ROIs with both dry air and 78% RH
nanoindentation results (Figure 5). For control cells (Br signal

<2 μg/cm2), average decrease in H (53%) was greater than the
Es

NI decrease (25%), which is similar to previous nano-
indentation results in the longitudinal direction of unmodified
wood cell walls conditioned at low and high RH.22,23 For BrPF-
infiltrated cell walls, the H decrease remained larger than the
Es

NI decrease for all amounts of infiltration. The larger
difference in H indicated that H is more sensitive to changes
in cell wall matrix properties than Es

NI. For Es
NI, the percentage

decrease approached 0 at higher BrPF infiltration and no
differences in adhesive condensation time (MW) were
observed.
In H, a MW effect was observed, with the low level

condensation 45 and 85 min samples showing a smaller
percentage decrease for a given amount of BrPF infiltration
than the higher condensation 115, 135, and 155 min BrPF
samples. This suggests that lower MW adhesives were more
efficient in modifying cell walls to prevent moisture sorption
and therefore improving dimensional stability. Furthermore, the

Figure 3. Hardness H of S2 secondary cell wall layers as a function of
BrPF infiltration, humidity conditioning (open symbols are dry air,
closed symbols are 78% RH), and increasing level of BrPF
condensation. Each symbol shape (circle or triangle) represents a
different row of daughter cells, and different colors within a symbol
shape distinguish the two sides of the double cell wall.

Figure 4. Nanoindentation elastic modulus Es
NI of S2 secondary cell

wall layers as a function of BrPF infiltration, humidity conditioning
(open symbols are dry air, closed symbols are 78% RH), and BrPF
condensation. Each symbol shape (circle or triangle) represents a
different row of daughter cells, and different colors within a symbol
shape distinguish the two sides of the double cell wall.

Figure 5. Percentage decreases in hardness H and nanoindentation
elastic modulus Es

NI as functions of BrPF infiltration. Percentage
decrease was defined as the change in property from dry air to 78%
RH divided by the property under dry air multiplied by 100.
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mechanism for moisture durability must be more than solely an
adhesive weight uptake effect.
At the molecular-scale, the lower MW BrPF that infiltrated

into wood cell walls was likely more miscible with the wood
polymers than the higher MW BrPF. The more miscible BrPF
could have occupied more of the water sorption sites (e.g.,
hydroxyl and polar chemical groups) in the amorphous wood
polymers. With fewer sorption sites, the thermodynamics of
water sorption would change and the equilibrium moisture
content for a given RH would decrease, as observed by the
decrease in moisture-induced plasticization (Figure 5).
Arguably, the infiltration of the lower MW BrPF and curing
creates an interpenetrating polymer network (IPN), as has been
previously proposed,21 because the increase in H even under
dry conditions suggests that cell wall matrix polymers have
been reinforced (Figure 3). However, whether the contribution
of an IPN toward moisture durability is to only block sorption
sites, or if this IPN also provides mechanical constraint at the
nanoscale to prevent swelling, is uncertain.
This work provides new insights into how to design a

moisture durable wood adhesive. Nearn originally claimed that
the moisture durability of PF bondlines in wood was directly
dependent on PF infiltrating the cell wall.38 However, in
practice simply using a low MW PF to infiltrate the cell wall is
not feasible because it will over-penetrate wood and lead to an
undesirable starved bondline. Some viscous high MW PF is
needed to remain in the bondline and fill the gap. Our current
work indicates that of the PF that can infiltrate the cell wall only
the lower MW components contribute toward minimizing the
uptake of water that leads to swelling by either occupying water
sorption sites in wood polymers or forming an IPN. The higher
MW portion of the PF MW range that can infiltrate the cell
walls does not contribute to minimizing the uptake of water
and may even be detrimental because it occupies space and
prevents some of beneficial lower MW PF from infiltrating the
wood cell wall. Therefore, an effective strategy might be to have
a biomodal PF MW distribution that only includes this
beneficial low MW PF fraction and a high MW gap-filling
fraction.

■ CONCLUSION
Synchrotron-based XFM was used to accurately map BrPF
infiltration into wood cell walls, and nanoindentation was used
to assess the effects of infiltration on cell wall hygromechanical
properties. Five different BrPF MWs were studied. Nano-
indentation results showed that BrPF reinforced the cell wall
matrix and that lower MW BrPF samples were more effective in
preventing moisture-induced softening of the cell wall matrix
for a given percentage weight uptake of adhesive. The
formation of an interpenetrating polymer network by the
low-MW BrPF was supported.
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